QIA
Fishing Trip | Half Day Desert Safari | Camel Track & Equestrian Club | City Tour
Desert Safari | North of Qatar | Water Sports | Sheikh Faisal Museum

Qatar International Adventures
Tel: +974 4465 3954 / 4467 7406 / 5552 7225, Fax: +974 4465 3461, P.O.Box 55733, Doha, Qatar
E-mail: info@qia-qatar.com, Website: www.qia-qatar.com
Established in 1999, Qatar International Adventures is one of the leading DMC’s offering fantastic local & inbound packages whether it is for MICE, Leisure, Sports, Cultural & Heritage or Cruise Tourism in Qatar.

Our services include:

- Meet Assist & Transfers
- M.I.C.E.
- Leisure
- Tours in Qatar
- Sports Tourism
- VIP Tourism
- GCC Packages
- Cultural & Heritage Tourism
- Educational Tourism
- Desert Safaris
- Dhow Cruises & Watersports
- Shore Excursions for Cruise Ships
- Local Transportation Services
- Hotel & Restaurant Bookings
- Assisting on Visas
- & more
**9:00 – 13:00 or 14:00 – 18:00**
Daily

**Half Day Desert Safari**

A trip to Qatar would be a waste without this incredibly adventurous journey into the endless heart of the desert.

Experience the rapture of an exhilarating roller coaster ride as our luxury 4x4 vehicles drive you across the tranquil sand dunes leaving you captivated.

En route we stop for a breathtaking view of the Inland Sea, which is the natural border to Saudi Arabia giving you an opportunity to enjoy the serenity of the timeless desert.

**Included:** 4x4 Jeep with Driver – Water & Soft Drinks – Insurance
9:00 – 17:00 or 14:00 – 21:00
Daily

**Full Day Desert Safari**

Enjoy an exciting dune bashing throughout the southern desert of Qatar. Visit the inland sea, which is the natural border to Saudi Arabia & enjoy a wonderful afternoon in our stylish Bedouin camp nearby.

Try out sand boarding, Quad biking or snorkeling and enjoy a wonderful Arabian adventure.


**Against Charge:** Quad Biking – Shisha – Camel Riding
14:00 – 09:00 next Day
Daily

Overnight Safari

Get ready for a life-time experience!

This trip will take you to the amazing sand dunes in the south & to the inland sea, which is the natural border to Saudi Arabia. Dune bashing is such a popular sports activity in Qatar. Join us to discover why!

Our stylish Bedouin camp is located nearby & you will spend the night over there. Be prepared for an exciting adventure. Enjoy sand boarding, a camel ride, Quad biking or simply just swimming. Watch the stars during night time, while listening to the music next to the bonfire.


Against Charge: Quad Biking – Shisha – Camel Riding
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Daily 09:00 – 15:00

**Full Day City tour**

Start with a panoramic drive, passing the sea-front Corniche at the West Bay district, heading to Katara - Valley of Cultures.

Visit then “The Pearl”, an extraordinary artificial island created in the shape of an oyster.

Go on with Qatar Foundation, the Education City, Equestrian Club at Al Rayan and Mathaf Museum of Modern Arts.

See the incredible Aspire Zone Foundation from outside, the Aspire Academy and the Khalifa Stadium. Continue with the Villagio Mall visit. Then have lunch at Local restaurant.

Next stop is the Museum of Islamic Arts, and followed by the Souk Waqif, also “Standing Market”, the traditional Qatari souk with its authentic and unique atmosphere.

**Included:** Transportation, English Speaking Tour Guide, Insurance, Soft Drinks & Water, Lunch at Local Restaurant
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Doha Express City Tour

Discover The Pearl, an extraordinary artificial island created in a shape of an oyster which has set the standard for luxury. Explore then Katara, the stunning cultural village in a beautiful beachfront at the heart of Doha with an amphitheater, an opera, art galleries and restaurants from various countries and cultures.

Next stop is The Equestrian Club or “Royal Stable” which gives home to the royal race horses & international priceless spring horses.

Continue with The Museum of Islamic Arts, the iconic museum including pieces covering over a thousand years of Islamic Art. Conclude at Souk Waqif, the authentic traditional market with its fascinating maze of alleyways and typical atmosphere retaining its old-character, filled with cafes, restaurants and hundreds of tiny shops; it makes for a captivating place to explore.

Daily 9:00 – 15:00

North of Qatar Heritage Tour

Welcome to Qatar’s history!

Our tour guide will take you on a time travel starting at Al Khor’s harbor, the country’s center for pearl diving & fishing in old times.

Passing through Al Thakira, you will visit the mangroves & an ancient Mosque at Al-Jassasiya.

The Zubara Fort is well known as an archeological site & excavations are taking place there till today.

Visit a traditional Qatari village in the North, with houses made of limestone & mud. Al Shamal is the north point of Qatar, from where you can see Bahrain on clear days.
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9:00 – 13:00 or 14:00 – 18:00. Except Friday only from 14:00 – 18:00.

Sheikh Faisal, Camel Race Track & Equestrian Club

The Sheikh Faisal Museum gathers a unique private collection owned by one of the royal members Sheikh Faisal. Showcasing 15 000 historical pieces among which traditional Qatari artifacts, old-timers from all over the world as well as paintings & international art.

Watch the camel training at the camel race track. Thousands of camels can be seen there. During the races little robot jockeys are used.

Continue with the Equestrian Club which is the royal stable of Qatar, where we will visit the priceless royal and international horses and watch their training.


Excluded: Museum Entrance Fee
9:00 – 13:00 or 15:00 – 19:00
Daily

Shopping Tour

Keep calm and go shopping!

The shopping tour begins with The Pearl. While less like a traditional shopping mall, the collection of high end design retailers there is remarkable.

We will then take you to the Villaggio Mall, one of the most unique and popular malls in Doha. As you enter there, you are transported to a Venetian village with gondola rides on a canal and the illusion of blue skies.

Afterwards, we let you choose between the City Center and Lagoona mall.

Finally we will visit the Gold Souk & Souk Waqif, famous for its spices, traditional handcrafts & souvenirs for a real taste of Middle East.

**Included:** Transportation with Driver – Water & Soft Drinks – Insurance – English speaking Guide
Souq Waqif Tour with Dinner

Souk Waqif is a showpiece of traditional architecture, handicrafts and folk art, and was once a weekend trading area for the Bedouins.

The only traditional souk to remain in the Gulf, it’s now a charming labyrinth of narrow streets where visitors can bargain and purchase an amazingly diverse range of products.

A visit to one of the falcon shops is a unique experience – some shopkeepers will allow you to photograph and handle the birds while explaining equipment and training.

There are regular displays of folk dance and music, particularly on festive occasions, and opportunities to take authentic pictures. Enjoy your day or evening at the Souk followed by a dinner in one of the local restaurants.

**Included:** Transportation with Driver – Water & Soft Drinks – Insurance – English speaking Guide - Dinner at a local restaurant
Museum of Islamic Arts Tour

The Museum of Islamic Arts is referred as Qatar’s pride and joy. Its unique architecture and location on an island have made it an impressive landmark and iconic addition to Doha’s skyline.

Opened 1st of December 2008, it is dedicated to reflecting the full vitality, complexity and diversity of the arts of the Islamic world.

It is a world-class collecting institution which preserves, studies and exhibits masterpieces spanning 13 centuries.

Representing the full scope of Islamic art, the collection includes manuscripts, ceramics, metal, glass, ivory, textiles, wood and precious stones.

Collected from three continents, including countries across the Middle East, and reaching as far as Spain and India, the Museum’s artworks date from the 7th through to the 19th century.

14:00 – 18:00 except Friday 15:00 – 19:00
(Monday off)

Mathaf - Museum of Modern Arts Tour

Home to a permanent collection that offers a uniquely comprehensive overview of modern Arab art, Mathaf (“museum” in Arabic) also performs an important role as a center for dialogue and scholarship and a resource for fostering creativity.

Opened to the public in 2010, it is indeed conceived to be used as an inspiring space for dialogue and scholarship about modern and contemporary art in Qatar, in the region, and in the world.

The growing Mathaf collection includes over 8000 works today, making it the world largest specialized collection of its kind.

9:00 – 13:00 or 14:00 – 18:00. Except Friday only from 14:00 – 18:00.

Sheikh Faisal Museum Tour

Visit the Sheikh Faisal Museum, a private museum owned by one of the members of the Royal Family.

This magnificent private collection was acceded to His Highness Sheikh Faisal bin Qassim Al Thani by his father, Sheikh Qassim bin Faisal. Beginning its life in the 1960s, it has now grown in size and splendor and is now beautifully displayed at the museum for the public to enjoy.

The sizeable 17,000 sqm building features more than 15,000 unique pieces, including ancient Islamic manuscripts, major archaeological findings, military, textiles, carpets, embroidery and antique furniture. There is also a comprehensive and fascinating collection of historic cars, including a 19th century steam vehicle.

In an expression of Qatar’s renowned respect for cultural diversity, the museum’s pavilions will also display religious objects from other faiths.


Excluded: Museum Entrance Fee
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09:00 AM - 03:00 PM Daily

Dukhan & Zekreet Tour

Explore the west cost of Qatar and take the chance to see the majestic views of the west coast.

The trip starts with a journey of 80 km to the west coast of Qatar. The drive will take you to Zekreet fort.

Located close to Dukhan on the west coast of Qatar, the Zekreet area boasts an astonishing landscape with prehistoric sites and remnants of old settlements.

We will also drive around the Umbrella shaped Stone hut nestling on a limestone hill remained from television production in Ras Abrouq peninsula in west central coastal area, north from Zekreet.

Finally the last stop will be passing through the famous Richard Sierra Desert Sculpture.

Included: 4x4 Jeep with Driver – Water & Soft Drinks – Insurance - Lunch via Local Restaurant
Flexible Schedule with 04 Hours Duration
Daily

**Doha Dhow Cruise with BBQ**

Hop aboard and enjoy an unforgettable day, where the height of opulence combines with a heartwarming sense of Bedouin tradition as we glide down the shimmering sea on our authentic wooden Dhow.

The Boat is a traditionally decorated dhow and firmly believes in revealing the ancient Bedouin values.

Onboard we welcome you warmly. You may go for a swim, snorkel (with own equipment) or just enjoy the sun followed by the sumptuous buffet.

**Included:** Water & Soft Drinks – Insurance – Tour Guide – Bathrooms with Shower – BBQ Lunch – Life Jackets – Swimming & Snorkeling (Own Equipment)

**Against Charge:** Banana, Doughnut, Jet Ski & by Speed Boat to the Island
Flexible Schedule with a Maximum of 07 Hours Duration

**Dhow Fishing Trip**

Our Qatari Dhow which is equipped with the required fishing equipment will take you to the fishing spots where you will enjoy fishing and competing with your friends.

While our professional chef will start preparing the BBQ dinner on board, you may go for a swim, snorkeling (own equipment) or just take a sunbath.

Our chef will clean, prepare and marinate the day’s catch for you to taste the delicious fresh gulf fish.

Flexible Daily Schedule with a Maximum of 04 Hours Duration

**Speed Boat Fishing Trip**

Feeling adventurous? Give yourself a chance to discover why fishing is so popular across the globe!

Fishing is an ever-growing hobby the world over and has always been part of the Qatari culture.

The majesty of the sea along with the rich sea fauna and will offer you a fantastic opportunity to escape from your everyday life and to spend quality time with your family or your friends.

An experienced captain will take you to the best fishing area.

**Included:** Speed boat with Experienced Boat Captain - Water & Soft Drinks – Life jackets – Insurance – Fishing Equipment & Squid

---
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9:00 – 13:00 or 14:30 – 18:30

Daily

Water Sports at Safliya Island

Get ready for a real thrill!

We will take you to Al Safliya Island while music is being played in harmony with the waves of the sea. A safety briefing will be given upon getting on the Dhow and before sailing.

The activities will start after anchoring at the island. They vary from jet skiing, banana boat, doughnut riding and water skiing.
